Abstract: It has become increasingly apparent that there are a multitude of interactions within the context of proteins where a CH group is situated near an O atom in an arrangement that would lead one to believe that there exists a H-bond between them. Indeed, there are numerous examples in the literature where there is evidence that CH••O H-bonds play important roles in the structure of small molecules and complexes. The complexity and large size of proteins, coupled with the presence of a multitude of conventional NH••OH-bonds, however, has made such unqualified documentation difficult in these macromolecules. This paper reviews work over the last few years in which quantum calculations have been applied to this problem. Calculations are used to evaluate the properties of model systems which, while smaller than full proteins, closely approximate them. Particular attention has been paid to the C H groups of protein residues, and in common secondary structures such as -helices and -sheets. The calculations detail means of estimating the energetic contribution of a given CH••O H-bond, and how this quantity depends upon the geometry of the interaction, and its relation to experimental measures, such as spectroscopic data.
INTRODUCTION
The development of an understanding of the forces that control the folding and structure of proteins has a long and distinguished history. It has been known for some time, for example, that the peptide unit is relatively rigid and planar. The principal flexibility of the polypeptide backbone revolves around the two dihedral angles and , that center on the aliphatic C atom that connects each pair of adjacent peptide units [1, 2] . The strongest inter-residue force is electrostatic in origin, particularly if the residues bear a full electronic charge. Occupying a prominent place in this pantheon of forces is the hydrogen bond. The most common such H-bond involves the NH of one peptide unit and the C=O of another. It was the recognition and understanding of the geometric requirements of this interaction that led Pauling to suggest the -helix as a prominent element of protein secondary structure [3] [4] [5] . The NH··O Hbond also plays an essential role in -sheets and other components of proteins [1, 2, 6] . The importance of H-bonds is not limited to interactions between peptide units, but also occurs with those amino acid side chains that are capable of forming such interactions, as for example the -OH groups of Ser and Tyr that can both donate and accept protons.
Although it was presumed for years that only O, N, and F are electronegative enough to form H-bonds, it has become clear in recent years that this is not the case. There are numerous instances wherein the CH group can act as proton donor in a H-bond. Of course this ability is not characteristic of all CH groups, but requires a C atom that is particularly electronegative. The sphybridization of an alkyne such as HC CH can make the C sufficiently electronegative [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , and even sp 2 -hybridization allows the aldehyde [14] [15] [16] or phenyl group to donate a proton [17] [18] [19] [20] . Within the context of sp 3 -hybridized C, the attachment of a number of electron-withdrawing groups, as in CHCl 3 , makes for an active proton donor [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] .
It is thus hardly shocking to learn that there are numerous examples of CH··O H-bonds in proteins. Following a number of early *Address correspondence to this author at the Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry, Utah State University, Logan, UT 84322, USA; Tel: 435-797-7419; Fax: 435-797-3390; E-mail: steve.scheiner@usu.edu suggestions to that effect [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] evidence has continued to mount, growing to a groundswell, using more modern and accurate techniques [17, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . The C H of the polypeptide backbone has been the most commonly observed H-bond participant. Although this C atom is sp 3 -hybridized, it is flanked on two sides by electronwithdrawing peptide units, enhancing its acidity. Keeping in mind its sheer number in proteins, it is not surprising that this group has been observed to form H-bonds on numerous occasions [42] . As some recent examples these H-bonds were observed in numerous protein-ligand complexes [43] [44] [45] [46] , transporter channels [47, 48] , transmembrane proteins [49, 50] , between -strands [39, 40, [51] [52] [53] , and in the Schellman [54] and chain-reversal [51] motifs.
The previous observations of these CH··O H-bonds have been based primarily on geometries, i.e. the proper positioning of the CH relative to the proton acceptor O. However, such observations supply little information as to the energetic contribution that such an interaction can make to the protein structure. There have been some tentative attempts to rectify this situation, by various means. For example, Arbely and Arkin [55] estimated the strength of one particular H-bond based simply on the shift of a vibrational band. Yohannan et al. [56] grounded their estimate on an unfolding assay after a point mutation, and Kallenbach et al. [57] used CD and NMR data to assess effect on helicity. These results were disappointing first in the indirect nature of the measurement, and secondly for a lack of consistency from one study to the next.
Due to the current lack of information regarding the energetics of the CH··O interaction, it is difficult to assess just how important a role they actually play in protein structure. If this interaction is to assume its proper place in the hierarchy of pertinent forces, it is essential that its energetics be assessed. Since experimental means have proven inadequate to this point, one can turn to quantum chemical calculations. Such methods are well adapted to computing energetics of any particular interaction. Perhaps more importantly, it is possible to dissect each such interaction into its constituent elements, e.g. electrostatics, dispersion, and polarization. Indeed, there is a rich history of the application of quantum chemistry to study conventional H-bonds of the NH··O sort [58] [59] [60] , so there is every reason to believe it will be equally useful for the nontraditional CH··O interaction.
And indeed, there are a growing number of quantum chemical works that deal specifically with the CH··O interaction, and its potential for controlling protein structure. The present article reviews what has been learned from this work. Since there have been a number of related and extensive summaries in recent years [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] , the current article focuses its attention on more recent work, since about 2004. The primary focus lies in attempts to establish the energetic consequence of an individual CH··O H-bond. A second issue deals with identification of such bonds, when they do occur: what might be their spectroscopic signature, and how might this data be correlated with the strength of the interaction?
AMIDE MODELS
As the accuracy and reliability of data obtained by quantum mechanical methods is best for small model systems, where one can apply high levels of theory, some of the most quantitative information derives from such models. Amides serve as probably the smallest functional group that contains the most basic elements of the polypeptide backbone. There have been a multitude of studies of amides over the years, and only a few of the most recent will be provided here for illustrative purposes of the sort of information that might be gleaned from them.
Formamide (HCONH 2 ) serves as the smallest amide-containing molecule. Its CH is dissimilar from that in a polypeptide backbone in that it is not bracketed by a pair of amides, but rather has a simple O atom on one side and a NH 2 on the other. Nonetheless, the ability of the CH of formamide to form a H-bond is of relevance to the issue, and can serve as a useful benchmark with very high level calculations. As one example, Frey and Leutwyler [69] examined a variety of different geometries adopted by the formamide dimer, using a highly accurate CCSD(T) method, along with large basis sets that approached a basis set limit asymptotically. Of the five geometries identified on the formamide dimer potential energy surface, there are two that contain what would appear to be a CH··O interaction. These configurations are illustrated in Fig. (1) , using the labels of the Frey and Leutwyler paper. The full details of the centrosymmetric FA5 structure were reported by the authors, which was found to contain a pair of CH··O H-bonds, with a R(H···O) distance of 2.346 Å, computed with a aug-cc-pVQZ basis set. The C-H covalent bond was contracted by 0.002 Å, compared to its length in the isolated formamide monomer. Indeed, such bond shortening has become a regular mainstay of CH··O H-bonds (vide infra). The intermolecular R(H··O) distance in structure FA2 was optimized to 2.270 Å. This shorter distance in FA2 may be a result of the strong NH··O interaction, absent in FA5, pulling the two molecules closer together.
The emphasis in this work lay in an accurate evaluation of the interaction energies. The most reliable values obtained place this complexation energy at 10.3 kcal/mol for FA2, which again contains a NH··O interaction. The situation of FA5 may be more instructive as it contains no H-bonds other than a pair of CH··O interactions. If the total binding energy of 5.6 kcal/mol is divided by 2, one may estimate that each such CH··O contributes 2.8 kcal/mol. On the other hand, both of these H-bonds are rather nonlinear, so this value may represent an underestimate. There are also cooperativity and other issues which make a simple halving of the total interaction energy a questionable prescription. Indeed, the latter nonlinearity in these two structures highlights another problem with computations that have obtained fully optimized geometries such as these. They usually contain more than one H-bond, some of which may be stronger than the CH••O interaction of interest. Consequently, the latter tend to be deformed from what might be the case were they the only H-bonds present.
Another sort of insight into potential H-bonds may be gleaned by study of the liquid phase of amides where there are many opportunities for CH groups to act as donors. Whitfield et al. [70] examined N-methylacetamide, NMA (MeNHCOMe) which represents another, slightly larger, amide model of the peptide functionality of proteins. This molecule contains both NH donors and C=O acceptors, so the predominant interaction would of course be expected to be conventional NH••O H-bonds.. But also present are the CH bonds of the methyl groups which may in principle interact with the C=O acceptors of partner molecules. The authors applied methods of molecular dynamics, both classical and ab initio. The former was represented by a CHARMM22 force field which was applied to a cell of 256 NMA molecules; the ab initio model was based on the B-LYP DFT functional with a plane-wave basis set. The analysis revealed a number of complex topologies, dominated by chains of molecules held together principally by NH··OC H-bonds. In addition, these chains were associated with one another via methyl CH··O=C interactions, reminiscent of -sheet structure in proteins. So this dynamics study suggests that CH••O H-bonds are stabilizing enough that they will likely exist even in the rapidly changing liquid environment, and even when overshadowed by the stronger conventional H-bonds.
AMINO ACIDS
Amino acids represent the next level of model system with relevance to proteins. The single amino acid, of the type NH 2 C HRCOOH is realistic in the sense that it places the C H in a position where it is flanked by the electron-withdrawing NH 2 and COOH groups. On the other hand, these end groups are not full amide/peptide functions which may mitigate against their relevance to the polypeptide backbone. Also, the COOH group contains a very acidic proton, which would easily out-compete the C H proton for any proton acceptors. Nonetheless, the examination of such amino acids can be quite instructive with regard to CH••O H-bonds. A few examples are discussed below.
Alanine
Zhang et al. [71] considered the single amino acid alanine, using B3LYP and basis sets ranging from 6-31G to 6-311++G(d,p), applying MP2 correlation to the geometries optimized by this DFT approach. They first examined 13 different candidates for the minima of isolated NH 2 CHMeCOOH, identifying the global minimum to be one in which the COOH and NH 2 groups do not interact much with one another. They next allowed a water molecule to pair up with alanine, exploring a number of different possible geometries, identifying eight minima on their surface. The most stable structure was cyclic in the sense that the water molecule interacts with the COOH end of alanine, donating a proton to the C=O whilst accepting a proton from the OH. Fig. (2) . Four of the alanine-water complexes optimized by Zhang et al. [71] . Interatomic distances in , at B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level.
What is particularly relevant here is that of the eight alanine--water pairs, four of these structures contained a CH••O H-bond. These geometries are illustrated in Fig. (2) , using the same terminology as in the original Zhang paper. The water donates a proton to the NH 2 group of alanine in AW2, but there is also a secondary interaction, in which the alanine methyl donates a proton to the water O atom, these two atoms approaching within 2.57 Å of one another. at the MP2 level. This configuration is of course less stable than the global minimum with its two OH••O H-bonds, and with a binding energy of 6.84 kcal/mol, as compared to 8.53. This same CH••O interaction appears also in AW5, with a very similar H-bond length. A CH••O H-bond is present in AW7 and AW8, except that the CH donor is the C H, rather than a methyl H; these H-bonds are roughly 0.1 Å shorter, suggesting a stronger interaction. This distinction fits chemical intuition as the C H is flanked by electron withdrawing groups while the methyl is not. Geometries AW5, AW7, and AW8 are all more weakly bound than the aforementioned AW2, likely due to the replacement of the OH••N bond in AW2 by a OH••O bond in the other three, in all of which the water proton is donated to the less basic OH segment of COOH. The results illustrate a common difficulty in extracting the energetics of the CH··O H-bond in complexes which also contain a stronger conventional H-bond.
The authors supplied their calculated vibrational spectra from which it was possible to seek out the changes in the C-H stretching frequencies caused by these CH••O interactions, a powerful means of assessing the presence of a H-bond. In the cases of AW2 and AW5 where the interaction involves the methyl group, the symmetric and asymmetric CH combinations were examined. There was very little change in the symmetric mode, but the asymmetric stretch shifted to the blue by 3 cm -1 and its intensity diminished by a factor of 0.7. A much larger blue shift of 15 cm -1 was noted in the C H stretch of the AW7 structure, and a strong loss of intensity by a factor of 0.08. Changes such as these, opposite in sign to those observed in conventional H-bonds, have become a commonplace feature of CH··O H-bonds. Their magnitudes here provide further verification of a stronger H-bond of the C H group, as compared to the methyl CH. This work thus contained a number of indicators that the C H proton forms a stronger H-bond than does the methyl group of the alanine residue, and presumably the alkyl chain of several other amino acids.
The authors went on to immerse their alanine-water pairs in a SCRF continuum dielectric model of solvation, including water ( =78). Reoptimization resulted in only minor geometry changes with a few notable exceptions. For example, the CH••O H-bonds involving the methyl group of AW2 and AW5 are lost when the dielectric constant exceeds 2.0, whereas the CH••O interaction in AW7, which involves the C H donor is retained, with a steady contraction in H-bond length, as the dielectric climbs to the value of 78 in water. Overall, there is a general trend of diminishing total intermolecular interaction energy as increases. 
Valine
Another amino acid, in this case valine, was the subject of a 2006 analysis of H-bonding [72] in a conformation that had previously not been discussed. This conformation is shown in Fig. ( •O H-bond, which was confirmed by AIM analysis. By fitting the geometry to a correlation involving H-bond energy and H-bond critical point data, the authors estimated the energy of this interaction as roughly 2.1 kcal/mol. Further verification was derived from a calculated blue shift of the methyl asymmetric stretch of some 33 cm -1 , and reduced intensity, associated with a 3 m contraction of the pertinent C-H bond length. It may be noted that the C H of this amino acid is not involved in a H-bond here. What was perhaps of most significance in this study was that the authors believed that they were able to detect the presence of this valine conformation via IR spectroscopy.
Other Amino Acids
This group had earlier [73] evaluated the ability of the C H of a number of different amino acids to engage in a H-bond. A water molecule was brought up to the proton donor and its distance optimized. The interaction energies of the CH··O H-bond lied consistently in the range between 1.9 and 2.5 kcal/mol for the Gly, Ala, Val, Ser, Cys group, at the MP2/6-31+G** level. Also insensitive to the nature of the R group was the H-bond length. In all cases, the C H covalent bond contracted by an amount that varied between 0.3 and 3.1 mÅ, accompanied by a blue shift of its stretching frequency (14-51 cm -1 ). There was some variability as to whether the intensity of this mode were strengthened or weakened, and the amount, but in all cases, the NMR chemical shift of the bridging proton shifted downfield, by a consistent amount of 1.4-1.7 ppm. As one might expect, the positive charge of an amino acid such as LysH + with its R=(CH 2 ) 4 NH 3 + side chain, substantially enhances its ability to donate a proton. The H-bond energy of the relevant Hbond to water was calculated to be 4.9 kcal/mol. Interestingly, though, this approximate doubling of the interaction energy was not reflected in much change in the C-H bond contraction or NMR shift.
DIPEPTIDES
The realism of the modeling can rise another level by elongating the system under study to a dipeptide or even longer segments. For example, Siodlak et al. [74] considered the peptide skeleton more realistically in the context of a dipeptide of alanine, modeled by CH 3 CONHC HCH 3 CONHCH 3 , N-acetyl-L-alanine N'-methylamide, wherein the C is bracketed on both sides by full amide/peptide groups. Their B3LYP/6-31+G** calculations first considered a full range of ( , ) space so as to identify all local minima, six in all. Two corresponded to the C7 structure, common to dipeptides, one axial and the other equatorial. The latter was the global minimum of this molecule, with the axial higher in energy by 2.5 kcal/mol. The C5 structure, also prevalent in dipeptides [75, 76] , nestled in between these two, above the global minimum by 1.5 kcal/mol. Another structure, designated 2 with ( , )=(-114,14), lay just barely above the axial C7 conformation. Two other -type structures were higher in energy, about 6 kcal/mol above the global minimum. When the system was introduced into a continuum dielectric model of aqueous solvation, the C5 structure became the global minimum, just 0.3 kcal/mol below the equatorial C7 and 2. Notably for our purposes, the minima found by those authors all appear to contain at least one CH••O H-bond. The global minimum C7 eq , for example, manifests a H-bond between the C H and a carbonyl O atom. This same group acts as proton donor in the C5, 2, and ' conformations. The methyl group of the alanine, too, can act as proton donor, as in C5, C7 ax , 2, and L structures. The authors reported geometric detail about these CH••O interactions. All of them were angularly distorted, not surprising in view of the fact that there are NH••O H-bonds that more strongly control the final structure. Indeed, the angular deviation from linearity varies from a minimum of 66º for the C H••O in ' to nearly 90º for a number of others. Such a high degree of distortion would call into question the designation of these interactions as H-bonds at all. H-bond lengths R(H••O) were also quite variable, covering a range from 2.35 for the C H••O in 2 up to 2.5 for most of the others.
A primary focus of this paper had been the effects of methylation at various locations of the molecule to such properties as conformational freedom. The authors noted that CH••O H-bonds played important roles in structural considerations whether or not the methylsubstitution was present. Upon methylation of the terminal N atom, for example, the two lowest-energy conformers are characterized, both in vacuo and water, by C H•••O as well as the stronger NH••O H-bonds. In any case, there was little attempt to quantify the energetic consequence of the CH··O H-bonds that were observed.
An AIM analysis of electron densities was applied to a series of polyalanines by Vener et al. [77] the next year, focusing on a particular set of geometries. The -helix and -sheets were examined, as were both and -turns, via B3LYP/6-31+G** calculations. Of the two -turn structures of the tripeptide examined, the C7 ax structure appeared to contain a C H 
AMINO ACID AND DIPEPTIDE DIMERS
Taking amino acids as a starting point, another increment in realism can be achieved by pairing amino acids together in a single complex. Such structures begin to reproduce some of the fundamental features of the inter-residue H-bonds that are characteristic of proteins.
Carvalho et al. took this approach, considering [78] the Hbonding pattern that is likely to emerge when a pair of amino acids are allowed to interact with one another. They applied a range of different DFT methods, including B3LYP, B3PW91, mPW1PW91, and MPW1B95), as well as the correlated MP2 approach, identifying four different minima for the glycine dimer. The most stable structure engages the two COOH groups in a pair of OH The contribution of CH••O H-bonds to protein stability was examined more explicitly by Wang et al. [79] in 2007. Rather than using simple glycine amino acids, with their terminal COOH and NH 2 groups, the authors considered models that terminate with full amide functional groups, which are denoted as dipeptides. These dipeptides were placed in geometries that mimicked -helices, and parallel and antiparallel -sheets. The calculations can be considered as definitive in the sense that the authors extrapolated to an infinite basis set, using MP2 to account for correlation. Rather than optimize the geometries, the group assumed certain values of the ( , ) dihedral angles, conforming to the general ideas of the target secondary structures.
The models chosen, along with their partially optimized geometries, are displayed in Fig. (4) . The -helix model illustrated in Although the authors did not carry out calculations to explicitly evaluate the energetic contributions of each sort of interaction to their computed dimerization energies, they nonetheless found sufficient evidence of CH••O H-bonds that do exert an energetic influence. A detailed dissection of the contribution of individual Hbonds to the stability of these structures is discussed elsewhere in this review.
Park et al. wondered [50] about the energetic aspect of CH••O H-bonds within the context of real proteins, and in particular transmembrane proteins. Rather than look at optimized geometries of small molecules, these authors decided to examine the actual geometries adopted by these interactions in such proteins. They therefore took a data set containing 263 C H••O H-bonds, extracted from X-ray structures of -helical transmembrane protein segments, which covered a wide range of different H-bond geometries. They placed their model interacting systems into these overall structures, using the glycyl dipeptide HCONHC H 2 CONH 2 as the proton donor and the carbonyl O of NMA as the acceptor. The highest level of theory applied was MP2/6-31+G**. Dihedral angles ( , ) were taken from the X-ray data, as were the intermolecular parameters.
The energetics of these numerous interaction energies are presented in Fig. (5) as a histogram of the fraction of systems associated with each given energy. As described by the authors, 89% of the interactions lie in the negative range, indicating stabilization. Roughly half correspond to interaction energies in the most heavily populated range between -2.5 and -1.0 kcal/mol. Interestingly, there are a surprising number of interactions that exceed -3 kcal/mol. Note that the most common interaction energy lies between -2.0 and -1.5 kcal/mol. There are a nontrivial number of repulsive interactions identified as well, accounting for some 11%. In composite, the average interaction energy, of all those examined, was -1.4 kcal/mol.
Further analysis by the authors indicated a poor correlation between the energetics on one hand, and the geometric indicators, 6) illustrates the fractions of H-bonds that contain a given H-bond length or angle. There seems to be a preponderance of systems with H-bond lengths between 3.5 and 4.0 , and with angles hovering in the area around 135º. Comparison with the calculated data would suggest that the most energetically stabilizing geometries are not necessarily the most commonly observed. Indeed, it is questionable whether such long distances would be justifiably categorized as H-bonds at all.
Using simple thresholds as to what geometrical characteristics constitute a H-bond, the authors determined that there are on average 0.92 C H••O=C H-bonds per interacting helix pair in transmembrane proteins, but only 0.32 in soluble proteins. From this observation, the conclusion was drawn that transmembranehelical proteins are particularly apt to form interhelical C H••O=C H-bonds. Taking this reasoning one step further, and using a number of simplifying approximations, Park et al. concluded that whereas 16% of transmembrane protein C H••O H-bond energies exceed 3 kcal/mol, this fraction is reduced to only 3% in soluble proteins. On the other hand, the latter sort have 15% of these interactions that are between 1 and 3 kcal/mol.
PROTEIN SECONDARY STRUCTURE
Due to their widespread occurrence in proteins, common secondary structural units such as the -helix and -sheet are of particular interest. As such, these structures have generated a steady stream of calculations. Alpha helices, for example, were examined by Guo et al. [80] , particularly those containing Pro residues. They focused their attention upon the C H proton of this residue, and its ability to form a H-bond with C=O groups in a protein. The authors explained that this topic is of interest in that Pro does not contain any C H protons, making C H the best donor. They began their MP2 and DFT quantum calculations with X-ray coordinates derived from 16 -helices within proteins. A prime concern was the question as to whether a C H···O=C interaction adds any additional stability to the interpeptide NH···O=C H-bonds which are already present in the protein. They investigated this question by appropriate deletions of certain groups of atoms. Their calculations suggested that the formation of these interpeptide H-bonds may force the C H and O=C moieties into less favorable positions than they would adopt in the absence of such stronger H-bonds. More careful scrutiny suggested that there would be steric repulsions occasioned by the forcing of the C H and O=C to lie too close to one another, violating their van der Waals space. Further work considered cooperativity, i.e. how might the subject C H···O=C H-bonds be affected by the electronic effects of neighboring, and stronger, NH···O=C interactions. The calculations indicated that positive cooperativity seemed capable of strengthening the C H···O=C to the point that they are competitive in strength with conventional H-bonds. In summary, the authors concluded that the C H···O=C interaction is not stabilizing for those cases where this interaction immediately precedes a NH···O=C peptide H-bond in the protein sequence. This sort of bond is, however, generally stabilizing when such an interpeptide H-bond is absent. These C H···O=C bonds are strengthened by cooperativity of other H-bonds, and they believe this cooperativity can amount to an additional 3-5 kcal/mol.
The -helix and -sheet were the subject of a 2007 work [81] ing from the monopeptide, Parthasarathi et al. built up the helical and sheet structures, up to 10 residues in both parallel and antiparallel -sheet dimers, as well as -helical 14-peptides. Geometries were optimized at a fairly low level, HF/6-31G*, but the results were instructive nonetheless. The AIM parameters suggested the presence of CH••O H-bonds in the -helical models. The numbers of such stabilizing interactions were comparable to the number of classical NH••O H-bonds, roughly n-3 where n is equal to the number of residues. The electron densities at the H-bond critical points of the CH••O interactions in the antiparallel -dimers were roughly 1/3 the corresponding values of their NH••O analogues. However, the same quantities for the NH••O interactions in the parallel sheet dropped down quite a bit, leaving them virtually identical in value to the CH••O quantities, suggesting much weaker NH••O H-bonds in the parallel as compared to the antiparallel sheets. This finding, based upon the electron density, was in good coincidence with the conclusion of an earlier work [82] that explicitly evaluated the energetics (vide infra). The same near equivalence was observed in the -helical constructs. The energetic consequence of this conclusion was confirmed by regression analyses that showed a linear relation between stabilization energy and electron density measures.
COMPARATIVE ENERGETICS OF CH••O AND NH••O H-BONDS
It is accepted generally that CH••O H-bonds are weaker than conventional H-bonds such as NH••O. But there is some uncertainty as to just how much weaker they may be. Moreover, this very general question narrows a bit when considering the H-bonds of both types that might occur in proteins. In order to address this question, calculations were carried out [83] for a glycyl dipeptide HCONHCH 2 CONH 2 as a model of the protein backbone. The partner molecule was taken as formamide, in which the proton-acceptor O is involved in an amide unit, much as would be the case in a protein. As the two most stable minima are the C7 and C5 structures, both of these geometries were studied, and in each case, the proton acceptor was brought up to both the NH and the CH groups of the dipeptide. The four structures generated in this way are illustrated in Fig. (7) , which shows the C7 dipeptide on the top and the C5 on the bottom. This anomalously weak NH••O interaction in Fig. (7c) was the source of some speculation [83] . On one hand, there is a fairly close approach between the two O atoms, 3.009 , which may be seen in the figure. There may be steric repulsions that accompany this close approach, or perhaps some electrostatic destabilization. Some pilot calculations which attempted to alleviate such crowding were inconclusive. Further complicating the analysis, at the same time, there is also a 3.222 distance between the NH proton of formamide, and the carbonyl O of the dipeptide, which would tend to act In summary, this work suggested that while NH••O may indeed be stronger than CH••O in many cases, there is at least one instance where this order of stability is reversed and that CH••O can in fact be stronger than NH••O. This C5 dipeptide conformer cannot be considered unimportant, as it constitutes the heart of the -sheet structure that is a very common secondary structural element of numerous proteins. As a final note, this same work had reaffirmed the conclusion that immersing the H-bonded system into a dielectric medium would progressively weaken any interaction energies, roughly proportional to the polarizability of the medium. Since all interactions are weakened uniformly, the environment would have no bearing on the relative energetics of the NH••O and CH••O Hbonds.
Cause of Anomalously Weak NH••O H-Bond
The cause of this surprisingly weak NH••O H-bond was probed more carefully [84] by testing a number of plausible hypotheses. The authors first considered whether there is a significant difference in the distribution of electron density in the vicinity of the NH bond between the C7 and C5 conformers. The answer was in the negative, as the densities seemed very nearly identical in this region. Secondly, knowing that H-bonds often cause a certain amount of charge transfer from the proton acceptor to the donor's unoccupied MOs, the structure and energies of the frontier MOs were examined. However, the patterns in the C5 and C7 structures were similar enough as to eliminate this explanation. Yet another possibility might be that the NH group in question lies within H-bonding range of the neighboring carbonyl O atom in the C5 structure, and an intramolecular NH••O H-bond might weaken the propensity of the NH to engage in another such interaction. However, an analysis of atomic charges, coupled with a careful examination of the molecular geometry, effectively ruled out this hypothesis as well.
The answer to the question was resolved when the interaction between the C7 and C5 dipeptides with a proton acceptor water molecule was subjected to an energy decomposition analysis. If the aforementioned (see Fig. 7) close O•••O approach were to be associated with a steric repulsion, one would expect the C5 complex to contain a good deal more exchange repulsion that does the C7 complex. Yet the decomposition found just the opposite, that there was actually a greater intermolecular steric repulsion in C7 than in C5. Likewise, the polarization and charge transfer components of the interaction energy were quite similar to one another in the C7 and C5 complexes. Where there was a profound distinction was in the electrostatic interaction. Both C5 and C7 complexes contained electrostatic attraction between the two subunits, but this quantity was reduced by a factor of two in the C5 structure.
Following up on this finding, the electrostatic potential surface was mapped around the C5 and C7 conformers of the dipeptide. The contours in Fig. (8a) show that the potential is uniformly positive in the entire region where a proton acceptor might be drawn in toward the NH group of the C7 structure. In contrast, there is an extensive red region in Fig. (8b) , corresponding to a negative potential, emanating from the carbonyl O of the dipeptide. This region, which would act to repel an incoming proton acceptor, blocks the approach toward the NH proton.
This idea that the negative charge around the carbonyl O blocks the NH was reinforced by other calculations which showed that the binding energy of a proton-acceptor to the NH in the C7 conformer was diminished if the angle of approach is placed closer and closer to this carbonyl O, and further that the optimal R(H••O) distance increases, further reinforcing the blockage caused by this carbonyl. Indeed, if the acceptor is forced to approach the NH anywhere on the carbonyl side of the N-H axis, the interaction becomes repulsive.
Wider Implications of Weak NH••O H-Bond
Given the profound weakening of the NH••O H-bond that occurs for the C5 structure, and the similarity of that sort of geometry to the local structure adopted in the very common -sheet of proteins, it is natural to wonder just how pervasive this weakening is. Does this sort of thing occur over broad regions of Ramachandran space, or is it highly localized only to certain small variations of the ( , ) dihedral angle pair? This question was examined in 2007 [85] by pairing a glycine dipeptide CH 3 CONHCH 2 CONH 2 with OH 2 as a prototype proton acceptor. Large blocks of ( , ) space were covered: For each set of dihedral angles, a water was placed in the vicinity of the central NH group of the dipeptide, and the remainder of the geometry optimized. The interaction energy was then computed at the MP2/6-31+G** level, including counterpoise correction.
These H-bond energies are displayed as a contour map in Fig.  (9) , with numerical values placed on each contour referring to the interaction energy in kcal/mol. The data cover those regions of Ramachandran space that are extensively populated in proteins. The upper region encompasses residues that are typically located in sections of the protein that contain -sheets (parallel and antiparallel), -bends, 2.2 7 ribbons, PPII, and the collagen triple helix, and is referred to here collectively as the region. The area covered extends from -180º to -40º for the angle, with 40º< <180º. The helices commonly contain residues with ( , ) angles in the lower ( ) region, with covering the range between -80º and -20º; this range includes also the 3 10 and helices. In addition to the -helices and -sheets, both parallel and antiparallel, these two regions cover the great majority of the conformations that are adopted by protein residues; only a very slim minority would be found outside of these areas.
The orange and red sections, which collectively cover a wide section of the Ramachandran map, represent H-bond energies in the 4-6 kcal/mol range, typical of NH··O bonds of this sort. But this quantity drops dramatically as one moves toward the upper left corner, i.e. as the conformation of the dipeptide approaches the fully extended conformation at (180,180). Indeed, the H-bond energy is less than 1 kcal/mol in the very upper left corner of the map. The importance of this reduction is underscored by the large number of protein residues that have dihedral angles in the area encompassed by the contours representing H-bond energies of less than 4 kcal/mol (yellow, green, blue and violet regions of Fig. 9 ). This rather large area is roughly encompassed by angles between -180º and -100º, with varying between 100º and 180º. Note that the reduced interaction energies include both the parallel and antiparallel idealized conformations, points d and e in Fig. (9) .
The earlier work had attributed the weakness of the NH••O Hbond, at least in the C5 conformer (180,180), to an electrostatic repulsion between the incoming O proton acceptor and the nearby carbonyl O atom of the dipeptide. This work examined this question in greater detail, to determine whether this repulsion represents a dominating influence over more extended sections of conformational space. This sort of direct relationship is shown most vividly in Fig. (9) would be significantly altered were the glycyl residue replaced by any other amino acid residue. Likewise, there is no reason to expect [85] .
Given the attribution of the H-bond energy variation to R(O•••O), it would appear unlikely that the trends noted in
that the extension of the peptide chain beyond the dipeptide level would markedly affect any of these conclusions.
CH••O vs NH••O H-Bonds in -Sheet
Since it is apparent that NH••O H-bonds are of quite variable strength, and are particularly weak in extended conformations of a polypeptide chain, one might anticipate that this weakness might have particular relevance to the forces that hold together the -sheet secondary structure of proteins. Most workers simply assume that the various strands are held to one another by the normal NH••O Hbonds that can certainly be envisioned via modeling based on geometrical details. But if these bonds are weaker than thought, are they truly responsible for the prevalence of -sheets in proteins? Fig. (11) . Geometry optimized for the antiparallel arrangement of the diglycine dimer at the MP2/6-31+G** level. H-bond distances are reported in Å, from [82] .
To address this question, a series of quantum calculations were applied to models of the -sheet [82] . Di-and tripeptides of glycine were assembled in both parallel and antiparallel arrangements, and their interactions examined via MP2/6-31+G** calculations. The optimized geometry for the dipeptide pair, in antiparallel arrangement is illustrated in Fig. (11) . The figure includes labels that indicate the distances separating the carbonyl O proton acceptors not only from the NH donor, but also from CH protons which might add some stability via CH••O H-bonding. The total interaction energy between these two strands was computed to be 17.5 kcal/mol. The procedure adopted to deal with this question involves eliminating one type of H-bond, while maintaining the geometry. In order to determine the total interaction included in the four CH••O H-bonds, the terminal NH 2 groups of each dipeptide were removed, along with the possibility of NH••O H-bonds, replacing each NH 2 with a simple H atom. The interaction energy of the remaining HCONHCH 2 CHO dimer, in precisely the same geometry as that illustrated in Fig. (11) , was found to be 8.3 kcal/mol. This quantity represents an appreciable portion of the total of 17.5 kcal/mol for the full system in Fig. (11) . 
VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCIES
There are a number of spectroscopic markers of H-bonds that have been used for years to identify their presence. In the case of a conventional OH••X H-bond, the covalent O-H bond of the proton donor molecule will typically stretch upon formation of this bond. In addition, its stretching frequency will shift to the red, along with a concomitant intensity enhancement. Another marker is related to the NMR chemical shift of the bridging hydrogen, which shifts downfield by several ppm.
In the case of CH••O H-bonds, things have been a bit murkier. The C-H bond does on occasion stretch and a red shift is observed in its stretching frequency. But even more often, the shifts are in the opposite direction: the C-H bond contracts and the vibration shifts to the blue. It is also commonly observed that these shifts, whether to the blue or to the red, tend to be quite small in magnitude. These issues are still a subject of active inquiry at this point, as researchers attempt to characterize these CH••O H-bonds in terms of which shift to the red and which to the blue. Several ideas have been bandied about , including C atom hybridization and polarizability of the molecule, but a clear cut demarcation awaits future study.
This section reviews some of the work that has dealt with the C-H stretching vibrations in the context of systems that are directly related to proteins in general, and the C H bond of polypeptides in particular. As in the earlier sections, the first set of systems discussed represent small models, permitting high-level calculations, followed by progressively larger and more realistic models.
Small Amide Models
An amide model of the peptide groups, N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) was examined by Xu et al. in 2004 in which [102] they paired their amide with HOH and CHCl 3 . The goal was to determine whether the blue shifts of C-H bonds in methyl groups are the result of CH••O H-bonds, or might instead be a by-product of other molecular interactions. It should be stressed that these methyl groups are dissimilar from the polypeptide C H group in that the methyl is attached only to a single amide unit, and is not surrounded by a pair of such linkages. The authors combined their quantum calculations with infrared spectroscopic measurements. First pairing the DMF with water, the authors found that the C-H stretching frequency shifted to the blue by as much as 27 cm -1 as the proportion of water in the mixture climbed toward 100%. As a point of comparison, the DMF was next mixed with DCCl 3 , which is not capable of accepting a proton from the DMF. A blue shift was observed as the amount of DCCl 3 rose, but a much smaller blue shift of only 8 cm -1 , which was attributed to a greatly diminished proton-accepting capability of DCCl 3 . In order to further probe this issue, the authors engaged in quantum calculations wherein up to three water molecules were allowed to interact with the DMF, as well as a single DCCl 3 unit. The blue numerical labels in Fig. (13) indicate the shifts of the methyl C-H stretching frequency, computed at the highest level applied by these authors, B3LYP/6-31++G**. The largest blue shifts, in structures 3 and 4, are associated with complexes wherein the methyl H is directly involved in a CH••O H-bond with a water O atom. On the other hand, even when there is no such interaction, as in complexes 5 and 6, there is a non-negligible blue shift (7 cm -1 ) which may be attributed to the participation of the C=O group as proton acceptor. This shift is identical whether the proton donor is HOH or HCCl 3 .
The small shift in complex 2 is anomalous, which suggests an alternate explanation that focuses upon C=O proton donation. The small blue shifts of complexes 2, 5, and 6 may be attributed to the presence of only a single H-bond involving C=O, whereas there are two such bonds in structures 3 and 4, thereby leading to the larger shift. On the other hand, this explanation is clouded by the MP2 blue shift (with smaller 6-31G basis set) which provides a much larger blue shift in complex 5, comparable to those of 3 and 4, even though there is only one C=O•••HO H-bond in 5. One might conclude that the low and inconsistent level of calculation makes it perilous to draw too strong a final conclusion from the vibrational data contained in this work, although the authors argue that their data are consistent with the C=O•••HO interaction at the carbonyl as being chiefly responsible for the methyl blue shifts. It was pointed out by the authors that the frequency shifts were rather dependent upon method of calculation. HF and B3LYP manifested quite different shifts for the C-H stretches, even with the same basis set; MP2 data were estimated only with a small 6-31G set, so may be considered as unreliable. Fig. (14) . Water molecule placed in several locations relative to formamide, adapted from [91] .
Zhang et al. later turned their attention to formamide as their model peptide, examining [91] how H-bonds to this amide might affect its properties. They paired HCONH 2 with H 2 O, H 2 S, HF, and NH 3 , placing each of these molecules in one of three positions. Using HOH for illustrative purposes, Fig. (14) shows the HOH as accepting a proton from the NH group in Fig. (14a) or donating a proton to C=O (Fig. 14b) . When allowed to accept a proton from the NH syn to the C=O as in Fig. (14c) , the water can both accept and donate a proton simultaneously in a cyclic sort of arrangement. With regard to the CH of formamide, its possible interaction with the water oxygen is indicated by the broken blue line in 19b. There is a potential H-bond to the water in b, but no such interaction in a or c.
Note that this CH, like that in the DMF above, is distinct from the C H in polypeptides as the C is itself part of an amide unit, so would not have a H bonded to it within the context of a polypeptide. Nor is the C of formamide a sp 3 -hybridized atom, surrounded by a pair of amide units. But the computations were instructive nonetheless. The MP2/6-311++G(d,p) calculations optimized the structures, and then computed vibrational frequencies and interaction energies. The data that are relevant to the C-H bond of formamide are compiled in Table 1 for each of the three structure types. The upper section of Table 1 indicates that the formation of the NH••O bond yields only a very small effect on the C-H bond. There are very small bond elongations, 1 m or less, and small red shifts, less than 20 cm -1 . Due to its more basic nature, the interaction with the proton acceptor NH 3 is the strongest in terms of energy, as well as the other facets.
This trend is no longer true when the partner molecule acts as proton donor to the carbonyl group of formamide. In this case, the more acidic nature of HF leads to the strongest interaction energy and the largest perturbations with this molecule. Regardless of the partner molecule, the C-H bond is shortened by several m ; there is also a fairly large blue shift by as much as 52 cm -1 . In the case of structure b, there is the possibility that the proton acceptor X (F,O,S,N) might be situated in close enough proximity to the CH proton to form a H-bond with it. The R(H••X) distances are displayed in Table 1 for the b structure where they may be seen to lie in the range between 2.66 for the most basic X=N to 3.23 for the least basic X=S. These distances are short enough that one might argue that structure b is cyclic containing a CH••O H-bond, albeit a bent one, in addition to the conventional XH••O.
Structure c is the least questionably cyclic, in that the two Hbonds are readily apparent, and both are of conventional type. It is thus not surprising that these complexes are the most strongly bound. In these cases, there is no issue of a potential CH••O bond which is clearly excluded by the geometry. Nonetheless, the CH bond is shortened, and in some cases by an amount exceeding that in geometry b. Also consistent with the b pattern, the CH stretching frequency shifts to the blue. In general, one can attribute this pattern to the effects of the activity of the formamide C=O group as proton acceptor.
In summary, the work found evidence that the CH bond of an amide may shorten and shift to the blue, even if it is not involved in a H-bond. This sort of pattern occurs also when the neighboring C=O group accepts a proton in a peripheral H-bond. On the other hand, the participation of the amide's NH group as proton donor yields only very small perturbations on the CH bond, and what does occur is in the opposite direction of shift. In an important conclusion, the authors found that the patterns are qualitatively independent of the nature of the partner molecule. The authors did not provide any intensity data for their vibrational modes. Calculations [107] by Parreira et al. serve as a further caution against interpretation of C-H stretching blue shifts as unambiguous indication of a CH••O H-bond. The research team compared proton donation to both neutral formic acid, and its conjugate formate anion, using HF, HOH, NH 3 , and CH 4 as proton donors, via MP2/6-311++G (3df,3pd) calculations. They concluded that when there is a great deal of electron transfer, which is characteristic of Hbonding to an anion such as HCOO -, the electronic structure of this electron donor (proton acceptor) may be disrupted, leading to a blue shift of the C-H stretching frequency in this anion. They stressed that this blue shift is notable in that the relevant C-H is not engaged in any H-bond at all. Moreover, the shift is not small by any means, and can be as large as 170 cm -1 .
More specifically, the calculations involving HF as the partner molecule, in a number of different conformations, revealed very small contractions, less than 0.002 , of the C-H bond length of neutral HCOOH when this molecule acts as proton acceptor. But this same bond contracts by 0.011-0.013 when HCOO -is the acceptor. The C-H stretching frequencies conform to the same pattern. Whereas the blue shifts of CH vary between 13 and 34 cm -1 for the neutral HCOOH complexes, it is magnified to 140-168 cm -1 in those dimers containing the anionic formate.
These patterns were upheld when the other small hydrides were substituted for HF as partner with HCOO -. Again, stressing that the CH bond of the formate is peripheral to any direct H-bonding, one sees again both contraction of this bond, and a concomitant blue shift of its stretching frequency. Indeed, these various quantities are linearly correlated to a high degree. Fig. (15) shows this tight relationship between bond contraction and blue shift, with correlation coefficient 0.992. According to this fit, every 10 cm -1 shift would cause a contraction of another 0.8 m in r CH . Fig. (16) illustrates that the blue shift can be used as a high-quality indicator of the strength of the H-bond; the correlation coefficient of the broken line in Fig. (16) is equal to 0.983. The data indicate a rise in H-bond energy of 1.6 kcal/mol accompanies each 10 cm -1 shift.
It may have become apparent from the work quoted above that the stretching frequency of the C-H bond is affected by phenomena other than just the formation of a CH••O H-bond. Other work has clarified how this frequency can be affected by interactions taking place at other locations of the molecule in question. In an effort to examine this question in some detail, and with some relevance to Fig. (15) . Relationship between contraction of C-H bond in HCOO -upon complexation with various proton donors, and the blue shift calculated for the stretching frequency of this bond. Data from [107] . Fig. (16) . Relationship between the blue shift calculated for the stretching frequency of the C-H bond in HCOO -and its complexation energy with various proton donors. Data from [107] . Fig. (17) . H-bonding interactions formed between N-methylformamide and water, using a) the NH and b) CH groups as proton donors and c) the C=O group as proton acceptor, from [108] .
proteins, an amide functionality in the form of the Nmethylformamide (NMF) molecule was allowed to interact [108] with a water molecule in three different positions. As depicted in Fig. (17) , the water may accept a proton from the a) NH group or b) the CH group. In addition, the water may donate a proton to the C=O group of the amide.
The first column of Table 2 displays the alteration of the C-H bond length upon formation of the indicated H-bond. This bond elongates when the neighboring NH acts as proton acceptor but shortens when the CH serves as proton donor or when the C=O accepts a proton. The change in the C-H stretching frequency in the next column provides a clear indication of a CH••O H-bond in that a large blue shift of 64 cm -1 is observed. The shift is to the blue for the O••HO w situation but much less so; the shift is negligible for a NH••O interaction. The other facet of this vibrational mode that points to a CH••O H-bond is the drop off in intensity by a factor of 10, whereas the intensity is little changed for either of the other two situations. Finally, the last column of Table 2 shows that the NMR chemical shift of the bridging hydrogen is downshifted a good deal for the CH••O H-bond, but is unaffected by the other H-bonds.
Similar calculations [108] were carried out on the smaller model, H 2 CO. The C-H bond contracted whether the CH was the donor or the C=O was acceptor, but this contraction was again greater in the former case. Also in both cases, there was a blue shift of the stretching frequency, but this quantity was much larger for CH••O, and the intensity dropped off a great deal for CH••O and was virtually unchanged for O••HO. Also consistent with the NMF data, the NMR chemical shift of the CH proton moved downfield by about 0.5 ppm when this H is a H-bonding bridge, but is unchanged when it is not.
Peptide Systems
Due to the importance of the C -H stretching frequency as a potential signal of the participation of this bond in a CH··O H-bond. Mirkin and Krimm wondered [109] if this frequency may in fact be more useful in that it might tell a researcher something about the conformation of the segment of the peptide chain in which it occurs. They accordingly constructed an alanine dipeptide, and computed the C -H stretching frequency at a subset of selected conformations, determined by the pair of dihedral angles ( , ). The authors reasoned that a dependence upon these conformational parameters is entirely reasonable as this group lies at the confluence of these two dihedral angles. Their B3LYP/6-31+G* calculations focused on the right-handed -helix as defined by ( , )= (-60°, -40°), an extended chain (-134°, 145°); and polyproline II (-75°, 145°). In order to uncouple the C H stretches from those related to various methyl C-H stretches, the authors selectively deuterated their alanine dipeptide, examining both CH 3 CONHC D (CH 3 ) CONHCH 3 and CD 3 CONHC H (CD 3 ) CONHCD 3 . The computed frequencies are displayed in Table 3 , where it may be seen that the frequency climbs from 2924 to 2945 cm -1 , an increase of 21 cm -1 as the conformation changes from R , to to PII. There is a similar, albeit smaller, increase observed in the CD stretch in the next column of Table 3 . Analogous calculations were also carried out in which a pair of water molecules were allowed to H-bond to each of the peptide groups surrounding the C H group, for a total of four waters. These waters were designed to reflect how these frequencies might be affected by the H-bonds in which the peptides are surely to engage within a protein, even if not with water molecules themselves. The data in the last two columns of Table 3 indicate that these additional H-bonds raise the C-H/D stretching frequencies but not in a uniform manner. Whereas these frequencies are smallest for thehelix, with or without waters, the addition of the latter molecules reverse the order of the and PII results, imparting the highest frequency to the former. This work provided solid evidence that there is reason to hope that these C -H stretching frequencies might have some use in broadcasting the internal conformation, but made it clear as well that more work will be needed in order to disentangle the effects of internal conformation from the influence of peptide H-bonds.
Along the lines of the C H stretching frequency, Mirkin and Krimm [110] were concerned with the sensitivity of this quantity to the conformation of the peptide on which it occurs, irrespective of outside influences such as H-bonding. They therefore conducted a test which monitored this frequency for oligopeptides of the amino acid alanine, varying in length from dipeptide to octapeptide. Rather than monitoring the entire Ramachandran space, they focused on three specific conformations which corresponded to a right-handed helix, a structure, and the polyproline II conforma- Fig. (17) tion. In order to strictly uncouple the C H bond from other C-H stretches, the bond of interest was deuterated. Their B3LYP/6-31+G* computations specifically considered the ( , ) dihedral angle pairs: R (-60,-40), (-134,145), and P (-75,145). The authors first confirmed the general belief that the stretching frequency drops as the equilibrium C-H bond length elongates. With regard to specific conformations, the frequencies were largely insensitive to chain length. For example, the C-D frequency of the terminal residue was constant to within 2 cm -1 , even with elongation of (Ala) n from n=2 to 8 for the -helix, with very similar insensitivity of the other conformations. Again, within these terminal residues, the frequency was higher by 16 cm -1 in the conformation as compared to R , and slightly higher by another 2 cm -1 for P. Concerning the sensitivity of the frequency to the residue's location along the chain, this quantity shows some variation between terminal residues and those in the middle of the chain, but are otherwise relatively stable from one residue to the next for and P. Considerably greater variation was observed in the -helix. The authors suggest that the latter variation might offer a means of identifying the presence of an -helical structure within a protein. This variability along the chain would complement the numerical differences in C-D between the -helix and other structures examined.
Changes in Properties of C-H Bond Length of NMF Caused by Formation of H-Bonds Illustrated in
These same authors later went on [111] to pair the alanine dipeptide with a water molecule, allowing the latter to accept a proton from the C H group. In particular, they focused on a single structure, the conformer characterized by dihedral angles ( , )=(-134,145). A water was placed so that it might interact with the carbonyl O in one of two ways. In structure a, the water was placed so that it may not interact with the C H group, whereas the C=O 
Effects of Anharmonicity
Most calculations of vibrational modes make use of the harmonic approximation, which may cast doubt, especially when the changes are rather small. Wang recently went beyond this approximation [112] , considering the C -D stretching vibration in the deuterated alanine peptide, employing a methodology that evaluates anharmonicity. Wang pointed out the benefits of studying this mode in that it represents a fairly open "window" at 2100 cm -1 , that is free of obfuscation by other frequencies, and that this mode is well localized with little mixing from other nuclear motions. The author was particularly interested in whether the anharmonically corrected C -D stretch offered a useful means of estimating the ( , ) dihedral angles of the peptide backbone conformation. The computations explicitly involved the deuterated alanine dipeptide CH 3 CONHC DCH 3 CONHCH 3 over a wide swath of Ramachandran space, applying a HF/6-31+G* level of ab initio calculation.
Echoing the harmonic work of Krimm et al., Wang also found a strong sensitivity of this vibrational frequency to the pair of dihedral angles. The author plotted the values over the entire range of and . He observed very strong similarities in the patterns of the harmonic and anharmonic values. For example, the highest frequency occurred at (-120,-60) , and the minimum at (+120,+60) in both cases. The maximum region was surrounded by a "hot" area of high frequency, complemented by another hot area centered at about (-100,100). The minimum in the stretching frequency is located at (+120,+60) for both harmonic and anharmonic values. Wang noted a strong sensitivity to these dihedral angles, with the frequency varying over a range of roughly 100 cm -1 . The harmonic and anharmonic frequencies show a very nearly linear correlation with one another, with a correlation coefficient of 0.95. Fig. (18) . Relationship between C -H stretching frequency and equilibrium C-H bond length, all computed at B3LYP level. R, , and P refer respectively to right-handed -helix, , and polyproline II conformation of oligoalanines, with n varying from 2 to 9. Figure from [110] .
The results reinforced the idea that bond contractions are correlated with blue shifts of the stretching frequency, whether harmonic or anharmonic. The relationship between r CD on one hand, and either harmonic or anharmonic frequency on the other, was very nearly linear, with correlation coefficients of -0.96 and -0.92, respectively. (The negative values refer to the fact that a bond shortening corresponds to a blue shift.) This excellent correlation may be seen graphically in Fig. (19) , which places the harmonic frequencies in the context of optimized C-D bond lengths.
Wang concludes by reiterating the conformational dependence of this stretching mode, which reaffirms the observations of Krimm et al. over a much wider range of ( , ) space, and extending the analysis from harmonic to anharmonic. The primary weakness of this set of calculations was its limitation to a low-level of theory, with its absence of electron correlation.
ENVIRONMENTAL INLFUENCE
Of course, most CH••O H-bonds of interest occur not in vacuo but rather in some sort of chemical environment, as for example in the interior of a protein. It is hence of some importance to understand how the properties determined in isolation will be affected when the H-bond is placed into the proper environment. A standard first step in that direction is the transposition of the system into a cavity hollowed out in a polarizable continuum,. The dielectric constant of this medium can be adjusted to best represent the surroundings of interest. For example, there are guesses that the hydrophobic interior of a protein can be best approximated by a dielectric constant of around 4, whereas aqueous solvation would better be modeled by ~80.
This group examined this question in a systematic way [113] by considering the interaction between fluorosubstituted methane and water, wherein the CH••O H-bond of CF n H 4-n ••O is progressively strengthened as n progresses from 0 to 3. Rather that arbitrarily choose one particular means of treating the solvent, the calculations examined the level of agreement between the relatively crude Onsager [114, 115] SCRF approach, with its strictly spherical cavity and consideration of only the dipole moment of the solute, to the more modern and sophisticated polarizable continuum [116] methods (PCM), IEF, CPCM, and SCI [117] [118] [119] [120] . The computations showed that the solvation energy of any species, whether complex or its individual subunits, becomes more stabilizing as rises, and that the SCRF approach generally underestimates this quantity. The three variants of PCM are in good coincidence with one another. With respect to the effect of solvation upon the complexation energy, one finds a lessening of this quantity, and this reduction is magnified as the dielectric constant is increased. A visual presentation of this dependence is provided in Fig. (20) which displays the complexation energy of each indicated proton donor with water at both the B3LYP and MP2 levels. The horizontal axis is the so-called Onsager function F O which is related to the dielectric constant as ( -1)/( +2). This quantity is equal to 0 in the gas phase ( =1) on the far left of the figure, and rises asymptotically toward unity as climbs upward toward infinity. One may note first that increasing fluorosubstitution makes the interaction more attractive, as one might expect based on the growing acidity of CF n H 4-n . This relationship between binding energy and n remains correct for any dielectric constant chosen. But perhaps more importantly, the growing polarizability of the medium reduces the H-bond energy, with E becoming more negative toward the right of Fig. (20) . Note also that there is an approximately linear relation between the Onsager function and the interaction energy.
How does the polarizability of the solvent affect the other indicators of the CH••O H-bond strength? Fig. (21) illustrates the dependence of both the change in the r(CH) bond length and its stretching frequency. As anticipated for a conventional OH••O Hbond, the O-H bond of the water proton donor stretches and shows a red shift. Likewise, the CH••O interactions display bond contractions and a blue shift. Perhaps more interesting is the manner in which these quantities change as the surroundings become more polarizable. For most of the fluoromethanes, both r and are progressively and steadily lowered in magnitude as F O rises toward unity. There does not, however, appear to be a strong correlation between binding strength (see Fig. 20 ) and either bond contraction or blue shift. For example, even though F 3 CH forms the tightest complex with OH 2 , its C-H bond contraction and blue shift are less than those observed for FH 2 CH and F 2 HCH. Moreover, these two quantities do not change monotonically for F 3 CH as they do for the others.
Very similar sorts of patterns are noted for systems other than fluorosubstituted methane. The imidazole (Im) model of the histidine side chain, for example, contains both CH and NH bonds that can act as proton donor. The unprotonated N atom can also act as proton acceptor, as can the -system directly above and below the aromatic ring. Fig. (22) [121] reaffirms the weakening of each sort of H-bond, including CH••O, that accompanies the rising solvent polarizability. (The -E vertical axis corresponds directly to Hbond energy as contrasted with the + E in Fig. 20) .
And Fig. (23) is the direct parallel to Fig. (21b) in that it illustrates the change in the C-H (and other) stretching frequency as the solvent becomes more polarizable, again for imidazole + water. The NH and OH frequency shifts of the conventional H-bonds undergo first a larger red shift as climbs, but then this pattern reverses and the red shift begins to diminish. The CH bonds are initially redshifted, but become progressively less so, and eventually shift to the blue as F O continues to increase.
COOPERATIVITY
It has been widely appreciated for many years that H-bonds are the beneficiaries of cooperativity. A string of H-bonds of the type contained in a chain of n water molecules, containing n-1 H-bonds, are more strongly bound together than (n-1) times the interaction energy of a single H-bond in a water dimer. This cooperativity has obvious implications for proteins which contain numerous H-bonds. There was a central question as to whether such cooperativity might be characteristic also of the untraditional CH••O H-bonds. For this reason, our group conducted a study [122] in which the characteristics of the OH••O H-bonded chain was compared with analogous properties in systems containing CH••O H-bonds. These chains were constructed as containing first HCHO molecules, followed next by FCHO monomers. The systems were optimized under the restrictions of linear H-bonds, for values of n between 2 and 5, using a 6-31+G** basis set with both B3LYP and MP2 treatments of correlation. These data were then extrapolated to infinite values of n, using the observed linear relation between these quantities and 1/n. First with regard to the energetics, the upper curves in Fig. (24) show how the H-bond energies climb (become more negative) as members are added to the growing chain. The solid curve represents the terminal H-bond strength, while the broken line corresponds to the average H-bond energy of the entire chain. One can see how the H-bond energy of the water dimer (1/n = 0.5) of 4.5 kcal/mol climbs to 6.2 kcal/ in the pentamer, an increase of nearly 40%. Extrapolation of the chain to n= results in an even larger increment of 65%.
The bottom set of lines in Fig. (24) are much less steep. In other words, the CH••O H-bond energy of H 2 CO dimer, already quite small (1.7 kcal/mol) climbs only by 14% to 2.0 kcal/mol in the pentamer, and reaches an asymptote for n= of only 2.2 kcal/mol. This CH••O H-bond thus exhibits a much smaller degree of cooperativity than does the OH••O interaction. Raising the acidity of the CH donor by adding a F atom, yielding chains of HFCO, increases the cooperativity a bit. The 2.1 kcal/mol binding energy of this dimer goes up by 57% in the infinite chain.
The work also considered other aspects of the H-bonds, searching for other measures of cooperativity. Indeed, the progressive elongation of the chain pulls the HOH molecules closer to one another. The R(H••O) distance of 1.959 in the water dimer shortens to 1.831 in the infinite water chain, a decrease of 0.13 . The comparable values in the H 2 CO chain are 2.415 and 2.366, a cooperativity-induced contraction of only 0.05 . Perhaps more interesting is the change in the O/C-H covalent bond. The stretch in this bond increases from 0.0057 in the water dimer to 0.0098 in the pentamer, nearly double. Parallel to these bond length changes, the stretching frequency of the O-H bond red shifts by 58 cm -1 in the dimer, and by 121 in the pentamer. In contrast, the C-H bond is shortened when it engages in a H-bond. This shortening is very insensitive to the number of H 2 CO molecules in the chain, remaining at about 0.0033 . Likewise, its blue shift is unchanged. The final issue considered was the NMR chemical shift of the bridging proton. Again, the OH••O chain exhibited a certain degree of cooperativity while the CH••O bonds did not.
One final note concerns the surroundings of the systems. This idea was examined by immersing each system in a polarizable medium, of varying dielectric constant . Rising polarizability results not only in uniformly weaker H-bonds but also in a progressively smaller cooperativity. As a result, the small cooperativity of the CH••O chains noted in vacuo disappears entirely within an aqueous medium, while the OH••O cooperativity is retained, albeit to a smaller extent.
In summary, CH••O H-bonds exhibit cooperativity that is reduced proportionately to their generally weaker nature. On the other hand, the stronger CH••O H-bonds that are associated with the fluorosubstitution of the HFCO chains behave more like their OH••O counterparts.
Histidine Side Chain
One form of cooperativity arises from simple chains wherein the proton donor and acceptor atoms of each molecule are one and the same, or are adjacent to one another. But there are other occasions where the donor and acceptor atoms are a bit further removed from one another. The imidazole (Im) ring of the His residue serves as an example [121] . Fig. (25) indicates a number of ways in which a pair of groups on the Im molecule may simultaneously participate in a H-bond. In 25a, for example, one N atom of Im accepts a proton from one water, while the NH group simultaneously donates a proton to another water. The CH groups of Im can also act in this manner, as for example in 25b where a CH takes the place of NH as proton donor. Fig. (23) . XH stretching frequency changes accompanying addition of H2O to Im, in progressively more polarizable solvents, from [121] . Fig. (25) . Energetics (kcal/mol) of interaction of two water molecules with imidazole (Im). Large blue numbers correspond to total interaction energy of Im + 2 H2O. Value in parentheses refers to sum of individual H-bond energies, each computed as Im + H2O. All quantities computed at MP2/ 6-31+G** level and corrected by counterpoise procedure, adapted from [121] .
Any cooperativity involved in the pair of interactions is indicated by a comparison of the large blue numbers in each segment of Fig. (25) . Taking 25a as an example, the total interaction energy of Im + 2 H 2 O is equal to 13.12 kcal/mol. The 12.7 in parentheses refers to the sum of the individual H-bonds, computed by adding one water to the Im. Thus the placement of two water molecules as indicated in Fig. (25a) is 13.12-12.7 = 0.4 kcal/mol more strongly bound than would be the case if each molecule were added singly. This positive cooperativity is to be expected when the central molecule acts as both donor and acceptor, but is smaller than would be the case if the donor and acceptor atoms were closer together. When the NH donor of 25a is changed to CH in 25b, the cooperativity is negative, albeit only about 0.1-0.2 kcal/mol. There is essentially zero cooperativity in 25c where the CH donor is removed from the N acceptor by an intervening C atom. The cooperativity is more strongly negative in 25d and 25e where the Im molecule acts as double donor.
When combined with results obtained with other configurations, some of which involved a water that donates a proton to the cloud directly above the aromatic ring, the overall results can be summarized as follows. H-bonding that involves the N atoms of Im obeys the usual rules of positive cooperativity when the central molecule acts as both proton donor and acceptor. There is no such cooperativity noted, however, when the proton donor is a CH, rather than NH. On the other hand, negative cooperativity is apparent when the Im serves as double proton donor, be it NH or CH. When the -cloud of the Im acts as proton acceptor, donation via its NH group leads to the expected positive cooperativity, and protonaccepting activity by the N atom to negative cooperativity. When the Im CH acts as proton donor, there is either no cooperativity, or a negative effect, depending upon which CH is involved.
In addition to the energetics, it would be instructive to consider how the presence of multiple H-bonds affects the CH or NH stretching frequencies. The values in parentheses of Fig. (26) represent these frequency changes when only the single water molecule to which the group is bound is present. The other number refers to Fig. (26) . Changes in vibrational stretching frequency of the indicated OH/NH/CH bonds (cm -1 ) which accompany formation of the H-bond. Parentheses enclose the quantity obtained when the other water molecule is absent from the complex, adapted from [121] . the same quantity, with both waters present; hence the difference is a measure of cooperativity. The NH frequency of Im is red shifted by 113 cm -1 when it is H-bonded to a water, as indicated by the right side of Fig. (26a) . When the other water is added, which donates a proton to the other N atom of Im, this same NH stretch shifts by 146 cm -1 , a positive cooperativity of 33 cm -1 . Fig. (26b) shows that the CH bond of Im is red shifted by 1.9 cm by its Hbond to water, but this red shift turns into a 2.4 cm -1 blue shift when the other water is added that donates a proton to the neighboring N atom. In general, the CH redshifts in the Im + H 2 O systems, and this shift either lessens in magnitude, or changes sign, when a second water is added.
